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The Manly-Man adventure of a lifetime! It's all that and more, laddie-bucks. Two friends fly down to Grand
Cayman Island for it's national holiday, known as Pirate's Week. They charter a ketch so they can sail from
Grand Cayman to Port Royal, because who wouldn't want to sail right into what was Pirate Central during
the Golden Age of Piracy?

About half way to Jamaica, an bizarre weather anomaly blasts their boat and sinks it, leaving them adrift on
the open sea in a small raft. A few days later they sight a sail on the horizon and fire out an SOS. As their
rescuers slowly approach, our two manly men notice some disturbingly odd anachronisms about the ship and
crew. They are brought aboard and soon find out that they are now forced men in the crew of the most
successful pirate captain of the Golden Age. Incredibly, they have been blown back to the year 1721, and the
adventure is just beginning!

This ship and crew with its notorious captain is about to set sail on the most devastating series of pirate raids
the Caribbean ever saw, and our two lads are going to be a part of it all. Jim is a very reluctant recruit, but his
free-spirited friend Ron finds the life of a pirate very much to his likin'. For the next few months its
broadsides and boarding parties, shore leave in a pirate-friendly harbor with a accomodating brothel, bloody
disputes between shipmates, and more.

The friendship of our two lads starts moving off in strange directions as they adapt to their new life in the
Sweet Trade. Then, one day an eerily similar weather anomaly bears down on Jim while he is conning a
small boat. Ron watches helplessly from another craft as the anomaly envelops Jim and his boat and it
vanishes before his eyes.

Jim wakes up to find himself lost at sea once more, injured and without water. Eventually a two men in a
fishing boat happen by and he is rescued again. As his benefactors take him in tow to safe haven, it slowly
dawns on him that the unbelieveable has happened . . . he has been blasted back to the present, or back to the
future, or something like that. His best friend Ron has been left behind, lost forever, almost 300 years in the
past.

Jim tries to restart his old life, but its no use. His heart is lost at sea in the Caribbean, so he leaves his world
behind and goes back to Grand Cayman. There, and on some other islands that he visits, strange things start
happening. It just can't be, but it seems like Ron is reaching out to him, down all the years, trying to tell him
something important. Jim shakes off his melancholy and determines to follow the clues and honor the
memory of his old Friend. And, dear reader, this is only half the story . . .
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From reader reviews:

Gary McIntosh:

Information is provisions for anyone to get better life, information presently can get by anyone from
everywhere. The information can be a information or any news even an issue. What people must be consider
when those information which is inside the former life are challenging to be find than now is taking seriously
which one is acceptable to believe or which one typically the resource are convinced. If you get the unstable
resource then you buy it as your main information it will have huge disadvantage for you. All of those
possibilities will not happen with you if you take A Pirate's Tale as your daily resource information.

Luciana Findley:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray anyone, why because this A Pirate's Tale reserve written by well-
known writer who knows well how to make book which can be understand by anyone who also read the
book. Written inside good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and producing skill only for
eliminate your own hunger then you still skepticism A Pirate's Tale as good book not just by the cover but
also through the content. This is one book that can break don't ascertain book by its protect, so do you still
needing a different sixth sense to pick that!? Oh come on your reading through sixth sense already said so
why you have to listening to a different sixth sense.

Evelyn Montgomery:

Are you kind of active person, only have 10 or even 15 minute in your time to upgrading your mind expertise
or thinking skill actually analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book in comparison
with can satisfy your short period of time to read it because all of this time you only find guide that need
more time to be go through. A Pirate's Tale can be your answer as it can be read by an individual who have
those short time problems.

Sylvia Alexander:

The book untitled A Pirate's Tale contain a lot of information on the idea. The writer explains her idea with
easy method. The language is very straightforward all the people, so do not really worry, you can easy to
read this. The book was written by famous author. The author gives you in the new age of literary works.
You can easily read this book because you can continue reading your smart phone, or model, so you can read
the book throughout anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can start their official web-
site and order it. Have a nice study.
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